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Gisborne EarthquakeGisborne Earthquake
The before and after story.The before and after story.

Earthquake History for GisborneEarthquake History for Gisborne

Over the years these earthquakes in Gisborne have Over the years these earthquakes in Gisborne have 
considerably altered the appearance of buildings as considerably altered the appearance of buildings as 

parapets and facades have either been lowered (by an parapets and facades have either been lowered (by an 
earthquake ) or subsequently been lowed to lessen the risk earthquake ) or subsequently been lowed to lessen the risk 

in the future.in the future.

C 1916 2008

The same building 90 years onThe same building 90 years on



A history of earthquake A history of earthquake 
strengthening.strengthening.

The GDC assessed all nonThe GDC assessed all non--reinforced masonry buildings for reinforced masonry buildings for 
earthquake risk in the late 1980s under section 624 of the earthquake risk in the late 1980s under section 624 of the 
Local Government Act 1974.  The section stipulated that Local Government Act 1974.  The section stipulated that 
buildings were earthquake risk buildings if they would have buildings were earthquake risk buildings if they would have 
their ultimate load exceeded in a moderate earthquake and their ultimate load exceeded in a moderate earthquake and 
thus cause a danger to occupants and passersthus cause a danger to occupants and passers--by.by.

The Building Act 1991 changed the assessment criteria by The Building Act 1991 changed the assessment criteria by 
stating that buildings were earthquake prone if they were stating that buildings were earthquake prone if they were 
to suffer to suffer ‘‘catastrophic collapsecatastrophic collapse’’ causing injury or death in a causing injury or death in a 
moderate earthquake.  A large number of buildings that moderate earthquake.  A large number of buildings that 
had been had been ‘‘Earthquake RiskEarthquake Risk’’ were reassessed and dropped were reassessed and dropped 
off the earthquakeoff the earthquake--strengthening schedule, as they did not strengthening schedule, as they did not 
meet this higher criterion.meet this higher criterion.

A history of earthquake A history of earthquake 
strengthening.strengthening.

Buildings were placed on a schedule and Buildings were placed on a schedule and 
strengthening was required to two thirds of NZS strengthening was required to two thirds of NZS 
1900.1900.

The Gisborne District Council also vigorously The Gisborne District Council also vigorously 
enforced the enforced the ‘‘change of usechange of use’’ provisions of the provisions of the 
Building Act to ensure that any building Building Act to ensure that any building 
undergoing such a change was upgraded, undergoing such a change was upgraded, 
generally to two thirds NZS 4203.generally to two thirds NZS 4203.

A history of earthquake A history of earthquake 
strengthening.strengthening.

There were a number of buildings There were a number of buildings ‘‘left overleft over’’ from from 
the 1991 schedule that had yet to be the 1991 schedule that had yet to be 
strengthened.  They were declared strengthened.  They were declared ‘‘category one category one 
buildingsbuildings’’ in the policy and had to be in the policy and had to be 
strengthened by May 2009.  strengthened by May 2009.  

There was also one heritage building with a There was also one heritage building with a 
mixed level of strengthening. mixed level of strengthening. 

A history of earthquake A history of earthquake 
strengthening.strengthening.

Therefore at the time of the earthquake Gisborne Therefore at the time of the earthquake Gisborne 
had a mixed stock of buildings.had a mixed stock of buildings.

unreinforced masonry buildings with no strengthening,unreinforced masonry buildings with no strengthening,

buildings that had been assessed under the LGA but had buildings that had been assessed under the LGA but had 
‘‘dropped offdropped off’’ the register because of the higher threshold of the register because of the higher threshold of 
the 1991 Building Act.the 1991 Building Act.

Buildings strengthened to two thirds 1900,Buildings strengthened to two thirds 1900,

buildings strengthened to two thirds 4203, buildings strengthened to two thirds 4203, 

And of course, buildings built to 4203.And of course, buildings built to 4203.



Category 1 BuildingsCategory 1 Buildings

Buildings overdue from the 1991 Buildings overdue from the 1991 
Building Act schedule Building Act schedule –– due to be due to be 
strengthened by May 2008.strengthened by May 2008.

Asset FinanceAsset Finance

And the collateral damage to the And the collateral damage to the 
building next doorbuilding next door The Gisborne DeliThe Gisborne Deli



A closer viewA closer view Category 4 BuildingsCategory 4 Buildings

Buildings assessed under the Local Buildings assessed under the Local 
Government Act and dropped off the Government Act and dropped off the 
register due to the higher risk register due to the higher risk 
threshold in the 1991 Building Act.threshold in the 1991 Building Act.

Albert BuildingAlbert Building Rear of RosieRear of Rosie’’s Buildings Building



Lancaster HouseLancaster House

Buildings strengthened Buildings strengthened 
to two thirds NZS 1900to two thirds NZS 1900

Camera HouseCamera House And the damage to the verandahAnd the damage to the verandah



Parapet DamageParapet Damage The NZS 1900 StrengtheningThe NZS 1900 Strengthening

Buildings strengthened Buildings strengthened 
to two thirds NZS 4203to two thirds NZS 4203

Robertson Building Robertson Building –– chose higher chose higher 
standardstandard



QuillarQuillar’’ss Building Building –– Change of use Change of use 
1998.1998.

Union Steamship Building Union Steamship Building ––
Change of use 2003.Change of use 2003.

Gregory Chambers Building Gregory Chambers Building ––
Change of use 2006.Change of use 2006. Where are we nowWhere are we now

Over 50 million dollars of claims.Over 50 million dollars of claims.

About 29 million dollars of damage to About 29 million dollars of damage to 
residential properties.residential properties.

Plus another 27 million of Plus another 27 million of 
commercial claims.commercial claims.



CommercialCommercial
Only three building consent applications for  Only three building consent applications for  
commercial repairs received to date.commercial repairs received to date.

Most owners are still waiting on insurance Most owners are still waiting on insurance 
payouts to decide the way forward.payouts to decide the way forward.

One building will be demolished.One building will be demolished.

11 dangerous building notices still in place.11 dangerous building notices still in place.

There are 60 to 100 other buildings that had There are 60 to 100 other buildings that had 
damage that was reasonably serious but not damage that was reasonably serious but not 
sufficient to warrant a Dangerous Building notice.sufficient to warrant a Dangerous Building notice.

Changes we will make.Changes we will make.

We will update our earthquake prone We will update our earthquake prone 
building policy.building policy.

At least 90% of CBD damage was due to At least 90% of CBD damage was due to 
failing parapets.failing parapets.

The policy will have a clause added to The policy will have a clause added to 
require the evaluation and if required, the require the evaluation and if required, the 
strengthening of parapets.strengthening of parapets.

SummarySummary
This was This was GisborneGisborne’’ss, and perhaps New Zealand, and perhaps New Zealand’’s s 
wake up call.wake up call.

We had a moderate earthquake at a time when We had a moderate earthquake at a time when 
few people were around.few people were around.

There were no fatalities, there were no fires.There were no fatalities, there were no fires.

The weather was good and consequently there The weather was good and consequently there 
was little water damage.was little water damage.

We were lucky this time.  WeWe were lucky this time.  We’’d like to be better d like to be better 
prepared next time, because there will be a next prepared next time, because there will be a next 
time!time!


